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Background: On Unix systems, such as Ubuntu or Mac OS, the ADMB package uses native 
software for compiling source code and building libraries. Unfortunately, Windows computers 
lack the required tools, and users must obtain them from other sources. We have taken 
advantage of open source software to assemble toolkits that extend Windows (32-bit or 64-bit) 
to a system capable of running ADMB and building binary libraries from ADMB source code. 
Our toolkits are available on the ADMB Project web site at: 
http://www.admb-project.org/tools/admb-tools-for-windows. 
This guide explains precisely how to use ADMB on a Windows platform with the aid of these 
toolkits. Appendix A gives a short primer on terminology associated with operating systems, 
where items A1-A8 in this report refer to notes in this appendix. 

Before continuing further, please make sure that you know which version of Windows (32-bit or 
64-bit) is installed on your computer. You can find this information in the Control Panel under 
the “System” category, although the precise location may vary. (We call this the Microsoft 
uncertainty principle1

We emphasize that our particular tools aren’t the only ones available for using ADMB on 
Windows. For example, some people have used 

.) Alternatively, right-click a desktop icon for “Computer”, “My 
Computer”, or “This PC”, and select “Properties”. 

Microsoft Visual Studio; however, the 
Microsoft uncertainly principle almost guarantees that these instructions will soon go out of 
date. We have designed the tools described here with three criteria in mind. They must 
(1) actually work, (2) be easy to implement; and (3) have clear, stable documentation. We also 
restrict ourselves to free, open source software available from the GNU Project. Precise sources 
for our toolkits are documented here: 32-bit toolkit, 64-bit toolkit. 

Required and recommended external software: 

1. We have used the “7-Zip” utility to compress our software for efficient transmission on the 
Internet. To unzip our files, you must install this package following instructions at 
http://www.7-zip.org/. Choose the appropriate version (32- or 64-bit). 

                                                            
1 The act of learning to do something useful with Microsoft software increases the probability that Microsoft will 
move this feature to a different location in the interface or drop it altogether. 
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2. You’ll need to make small changes to your system environment variables, including the 
Path. (See Appendix A if for a complete description of this terminology.) We find it helpful to 
use the “Rapid Environment Editor”, available at http://www.rapidee.com/en/download. 
Choose “RapidEE_setup.exe - 32-bit & 64-bit in one package”. After installation, if you run the 
software from a shortcut on the desktop or elsewhere, you need to give the shortcut 
administrator privileges. Right-click the shortcut, select <Properties>, then the <Shortcut> tab, 
then the <Advanced> button, and click a check in the box <Run as administrator>. 

3. If you wish to obtain and compile the latest ADMB source code, you’ll need software that can 
download it. We suggest TortoiseSVN at http://tortoisesvn.net/downloads.html. As usual, 
choose the appropriate version (32- or 64-bit). Incidentally, the Linux platform has a package 
“RabbitVCS” (http://rabbitvcs.org/) designed to function like “TortoiseSVN”. The developers of 
this package promise to make the rabbit capable of doing anything that the tortoise can. 

Installation of ADMB Tools and ADMB (Summary): Download the ADMB Windows toolkit and 
the ADMB binary library for your computer. Unzip these files, and put their contents into 
suitable directories. Then alter the Path to reflect your choices. This shouldn’t take very long, 
although it may require notable time to download and unzip the toolkit, depending on the 
speed of your processor and Internet connection. 

Please don’t be intimidated by the six steps below. We’ve written them in detail with the hope 
that new users will understand precisely what to do. Eventually, we may devise scripts to make 
the process even more efficient. (Volunteers?) 

Installation of ADMB Tools and ADMB (Details): 

1. Go to the site http://www.admb-project.org/tools/admb-tools-for-windows and select 
“ADMB Tools for nn-bit Windows”, where nn (32 or 64) corresponds to your computer. This 
link takes you to a file ADMBtoolsnn-vv.7z, where vv is a version number. Download this 
file. As mentioned above, the process may take a while because the file has size in the range 
120 MB to 140 MB. 

2. Return to the site http://www.admb-project.org/tools/admb-tools-for-windows and select 
the appropriate “binary library for nn-bit Windows”. Follow the link and download a file 
ADMBlibnn.vv.v.rrrr.7z, where vv.v (currently 11.1) is a version number and rrrr is 
a revision number for ADMB. (We explain more about the revision number in the section below 
on building ADMB from the latest source code.) 

3. Open the file explorer in the directory (normally C:\Users\<User>\Downloads, where 
<User> refers to your user name) that contains the two .7z files that you just downloaded. 
Right-click the ADMBtools file, then select 7-Zip and Extract Here. (This might take a 
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few minutes, depending on the speed of your computer.) When completed, the result is a new 
subdirectory ADMBtoolsnn-vv that contains a further subdirectory mingw. 

Copy (or cut and paste) mingw to a location of your choice. You may first have to remove or 
rename any previous version of this directory. In this report, we assume that you use the 
standard location C:\mingw. As a check, verify that your installation includes the two files 
C:\mingw\bin\g++.exe and C:\mingw\msys\bin\make.exe. 

4. Similarly, right-click the ADMBlib file, then select 7-Zip and Extract Here. This gives a 
new subdirectory admblibrrrr with the revision number rrrr. Rename this subdirectory 
to admb, and copy (or cut and paste) it to a location of your choice. Again, you might first need 
to remove or rename a previous version of this directory. In this report, we assume that you 
use the standard location C:\admb. As a check, verify that your installation includes the two 
files C:\admb\bin\admb.cmd and C:\admb\bin\tpl2cpp.exe. 

5. You now have to tell Windows where you’ve put all these files. Add the following three 
directories to the Path system environment variable: C:\admb\bin, C:\mingw\bin, and 
C:\mingw\msys\bin. Usually, it’s best to put these directories before all others on the 
path. (Strictly speaking, the third directory is needed only if you intend to build ADMB libraries 
from source.) Also, add a new system environment variable ADMB_HOME=C:\admb. Of 
course, if you choose other directories for the software, then these variables must reflect your 
choices. Furthermore, if you make choices different from the standard, make sure that your 
directory names do not include spaces. See A6. 

We recommend using the Rapid Environment Editor (cited above) to make these changes. You 
may need a little time to figure how this software works, but for us the effort was worth the 
trouble. (Alternatively, see A6.) If you use the R package PBSadmb to run ADMB, then you don’t 
need to alter the Windows environment variables at all. Paths are handled by the package 
itself. 

Warning: Please avoid conflicts with other software on your computer. For example, if you 
have installed Rtools, you might have multiple versions of “make.exe” on your Path. The one 
you want for ADMB should be in C:\mingw\msys\bin (if you installed the toolkit in its 
standard location). See A7 and A8. 

6. To test your installation, navigate to the example in 
C:\admb\examples\admb\simple. Copy the files simple.tpl and simple.dat to a 
test directory of your choice and open a DOS command window in this directory. 

Hints: If you navigate to a directory in the Windows file explorer, click on its name in the scroll 
bar on the left. Then press and hold the <Shift> key, right-click, and select <Open command 
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window here> from the menu. This opens a console in the chosen directory. Windows 8 users 
may need to ensure that the command prompt is elevated to administrator status. 
See this tutorial. 

In the command window, type the command: 

admb simple 

This should produce output that includes the lines: 

*** Parsing simple.tpl: 
*** Compile simple.cpp: 
*** Linking simple.obj: 
Successfully built 'simple.exe' 

Running simple (i.e. typing simple on the command line) should give this output: 

Initial statistics: 2 variables; iteration 0; function evaluation 0; phase 1 
Function value  3.6493579e+001; maximum gradient component mag -3.6127e+000 
Var   Value    Gradient   |Var   Value    Gradient   |Var   Value    Gradient 
  1  0.00000 -3.61269e+000 |  2  0.00000 -7.27814e-001 | 

 - final statistics: 
2 variables; iteration 7; function evaluation 19 
Function value  1.4964e+001; maximum gradient component mag -7.0014e-005 
Exit code = 1;  converg criter  1.0000e-004 
Var   Value    Gradient   |Var   Value    Gradient   |Var   Value    Gradient 
  1  1.90909 -7.00140e-005 |  2  4.07818 -2.08982e-005 | 

Estimating row 1 out of 2 for hessian 
Estimating row 2 out of 2 for hessian 

Hopefully, everything works for you! If not, check all your steps carefully and follow the 
suggestions in A8. 

Building an ADMB library from current source code: 

The installation just described uses a binary library for ADMB that we have built from source 
code using the tools we have assembled. You can also use these tools to compile a library from 
latest source code. Obviously, this involves two steps: getting the source code and building the 
library. 

To get the latest source, you can use TortoiseSVN (cited above). Make a new directory for this 
purpose on your computer. Right-click this directory icon in the Windows file explorer, select 
“SVN Checkout”, enter the address http://www.admb-project.org/svn/trunk in 
the “URL” entry box, and press OK. A sequence of files should download automatically, 
corresponding to the main “trunk” of the code tree on the ADMB server. This may take some 
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time. After the process has completed (verified by another OK), right-click the directory again, 
select “SVN Update”, and look at the message box that says “Completed At revision: rrrr”, 
where rrrr is the current revision number. 

At this point, copy the contents of your download directory to an archival directory admbrrrr 
that can serve as an archival copy of this revision. Remove the subdirectory .svn and use a 
text editor on the VERSION file to include the revision number as part of the version number. 
(For example, at the time of writing, the first author changed “11.1” to “11.1.1553”.) We 
consider it very important to keep track of the ADMB revision number in our binary libraries 
because significant changes to the source code can occur at any time. 

You now have the latest code archived in its own directory (e.g., admb1553). To build the 
ADMB binary library, open a command window in this directory (following a hint above), and 
enter the simple command: 

make 

A seemingly endless stream of output now scrolls by, as various commands compile and link all 
the source code in ADMB. If all goes well, everything should end after about half an hour with 
the encouraging message: 

ADMB build completed. 

In case something goes wrong, you can clean your archive directory with the command 

make clean 

that removes everything but the original contents downloaded from the ADMB server. 

Assuming that you have successfully built ADMB, the actual binary library resides in the 
subdirectory build\dist of your archive directory. Copy the dist subdirectory to your 
intended location for the ADMB binary library (by default on C:\) and rename dist to admb. 
If you already have an existing library (by default C:\admb), you first need to rename it (e.g., 
C:\admb_old) or delete it. In the end, the contents of \build\dist should precisely 
match the contents of <your_chosen_location>\admb. As in step 4 earlier, check that 
your installation includes the two files …\admb\bin\admb.cmd and 
…\admb\bin\tpl2cpp.exe. 

Hint 1: Some users prefer to maintain a permanent ADMB repository that gets updated and 
rebuilt regularly. For example, they might use the directory C:\ADMBrepo to hold the trunk 
contents of the remote server. Then they might use the following path to the ADMB library: 
C:\ADMBrepo\build\dist\bin in place of the standard C:\admb\bin. 
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Hint 2: If you have problems compiling in a DOS command shell, try using an MSYS shell, as 
described in A4. Assume that you have the directory ADMBrepo mentioned above. In the MSYS 
command window, type: 
cd /c/ADMBrepo 
to get to the source repository’s directory; then type 
make 

Hint 3: If you type 
make 1> buildLog.txt 2>&1 
instead of just make, a file called buildLog.txt will contain all the outputs, including errors, from 
the build process. You will see nothing on the screen during the build. This is useful if you are 
having problems and need to ask for help on the ADMB developers mailing list. If you attach the 
file to your message, you will have a much higher chance of getting help. 

Hint 4: You can use the MSYS command objdump to verify that your ADMB build has the 
intended 32-bit or 64-bit specifications. After a successful build, navigate to the directory 
C:\ADMBRepo\build\objects\dist, where you should see many *.obj files. Open a 
DOS command prompt in this directory and type the command: 
objdump –a optlp-linad99-adglobl.obj 
If the output includes the phrase “pe-i386”, the object is 32-bit. Similarly the phrase “pe-
x86-64” indicates a 64-bit object. You might wish to check other objects in this directory to 
confirm that the results are consistent with your intended specifications. 

Tip for R users: The R package PBSadmb gives complete R support to ADMB. In a standard 
ADMB installation, users interact with the program via a DOS command shell. The package 
PBSadmb makes it possible to interact entirely from an R console. A single R script can 
encapsulate commands to ADMB, as well as all analyses that follow, including the production of 
graphs. The package also includes protocols for writing code that makes the integration 
between R and ADMB almost seamless, with the same variable names in both environments. 
An optional graphical user interface (GUI) in PBSadmb can guide users through the 
development of ADMB applications. 

Acknowledgments: We thank our colleague Wade Cooper for finding the first official GNU 64-
bit library to work with ADMB 11.1. We have adopted his suggestions here. The ADMB 
developer team, particularly Dave Fournier and Johnoel Ancheta, extensively revised the 
various scripts and make files that support the Windows distribution. 
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Appendix A: Notes about operating systems for ADMB users 

A1. Operating systems have scripting languages that can be run in text-based windows called 
“terminals” or “consoles”. In a Windows OS, the terminal is often called a “command prompt”. 
The scripting language implements standard procedures like listing, copying, moving, renaming, 
or deleting files. Similar to most computer languages, scripting languages support variables with 
names and values; for example, the variable named ADMB_HOME might have the value 
C:\admb. Such variables are called environment variables. A program’s behaviour might be 
influenced by the value of an environment variable. 

A2. In a Windows OS, the native scripting language is historically called DOS, for the Disk 
Operating System in the earliest Microsoft computers. For a list of possible DOS commands, see 
http://ss64.com/nt/. (Many other web sites are available.) Text files with the extensions .bat 
(for batch file) or .cmd (for command file) can contain programs written as a sequence of DOS 
commands. The main such script for ADMB on Windows is (in a standard installation) 
C:\admb\bin\admb.cmd, mentioned in step 4 of the installation procedure above. If you 
open this file with a text editor, you can see a long sequence of DOS commands. 

A3. A Unix-based operating system often has several scripting languages available. They have a 
history of colourful names, such as the C shell (somewhat like the C language) csh, the Bourne 
shell (revised by Bourne) sh, and the Bourne-again shell (further revised by Fox) bash. Unlike 
Windows, Unix variables and scripts are case-sensitive. You can view a summary of bash 
commands at http://ss64.com/bash/. The main such script for ADMB on Unix-based systems 
also appears in the Windows version as C:\admb\bin\admb.sh (in a standard installation). 
If you open this file with a text editor, you can see a long sequence of bash commands. 

A4. The ADMB toolkits for Windows give you access to bash. For example, assuming a standard 
installation, you can navigate to the file C:\mingw\msys\msys.bat and double-click on its 
name. You should see a Unix terminal pop up on your Windows screen. It can accept bash 
commands, just as Windows command prompt can accept DOS commands. Furthermore, the 
embedded MSYS installation makes numerous bash commands available in a Windows 
command prompt. To see this, open a command prompt and type the usual command dir to 
see a listing of all files in the current directory. Similarly, type ls to execute a similar bash 
command. This works because the ADMB toolkit includes the file 
C:\mingw\msys\bin\ls.exe, which lies on the path if you installed everything correctly. 

A5. Windows and Unix-based computers allow for multiple users of the same system. This 
concept carries through to environment variables, which exist on two levels. The system level 
applies to the entire system (all users). The user level applies only to the current user, so that 
different users can have distinctly different user environment variables. If you use the Rapid 
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Environment Editor, you’ll see the system environment on the left and the user environment on 
the right. Changes to the environment for ADMB described here always apply to the system 
environment. 

A6. If you prefer to alter the environment with standard Windows tools, you can use the 
sequence: <Control Panel>, <System>, <Advanced system settings>, <Environment Variables>. 
You can also use the setx command in a command prompt; e.g.: 
setx ADMB_HOME C:\admb 
Variables defined by setx are available in future command windows only, not in the current 
command window. If you specify a path containing spaces, you must delimit the path using 
quotes. For example: 
setx ADMB_HOME "C:\Program Files\My ADMB Home" 
However, in the context of ADMB, spaces are not allowed in directory names (Step 5), so don’t 
follow this example. 

A7. The Windows Path variable specifies a sequence of directories in which to search for 
programs. Directories on the path are separated by semicolons, with no space. They apply 
sequentially from first on the left to last on the right. (In Unix, which is case-sensitive, 
directories on the PATH are separated by colons.) If multiple directories on the Path include a 
program with the same name, the first on the list will be used by default. 

A8. Of course, “path” is also an English word that conjures images like the trail of bread crumbs 
left by Hansel and Gretel. So, with this metaphor in mind, we sometimes just speak of the path, 
rather than the Path or PATH. In this case, the bread crumbs lead to executable programs, like 
make.exe or admb.cmd. 

The DOS command where (comparable to the Unix which, available only in a bash shell) can 
be used to discover precisely where the path leads. To test this, open a DOS command prompt 
and type: 
where make 
If you have a standard installation, the result should be: 
C:\mingw\msys\bin\make.exe 
Similarly, where admb should give the result C:\admb\bin\admb.cmd. If you have 
multiple instances of either of these files on your path, you need to make sure that the 
intended results occur first on the path. 

Even better, try to clean up old breadcrumbs so that they aren’t scattered in multiple 
directions. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hansel_and_Gretel�

